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Abstract
Interfacial damage data was collected at several time intervals usmg highly
accelerated stress tests (HAST). It was discovered that at each time period observed, the
data followed a Frechet cumulative distribution function (edt). Appropriate relationships
between each cdf parameter and elapsed time were found and incorporated into the
general form of the Frechet cdf which produced a failure model function of two variables:
-
damage area and time. The corresponding reliability model could be used to predict the
probability that a damage area greater than a specified tolerable ~amage area is present at
a certain time.' The goodness of fit of the model was verified using Kolmogorov statistics.
Cdf parameters generated with regression line techniques, rather than maximum likelihood
estimators (rnIe), were shown to produce' a failure model closest to the true, unknown
failure model. Groundwork was laid for alternatively deriving failure model parameter
j
estimates.
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I. Introduction
The integrity of microelectric circuits encapsulated with plastic is dominated by the
quality of the interface. Interfacial damage growth can greatly reduce the reliability of
such microelectric circuits. In order to mathematically model this interfacial damage
reasonably well, the entire area of the interface, at its initial state and periodically
.thereafter, must be characterized. Normal operating conditions do not provide significant
damage areas until a large amount of time has elapsed. HAST can be used to generate
damage data quickly (Park, (1999)). A good model based upon this data should be able to
predict failure before it occurs under normal operating conditions.
Previous HAST models have not used data for the evolution of interfacial damage,
nor have they utilized careful statistical analyses. In particular a cdf has been found which
is very applicable for both mathematical and physical reasons. The HAST models
proposed here will utilize relevant previous work, but will incorporate these two
additional features into the model.
ll. HAST Models: Previous Work
Nelson (1990) has done extensive work with accelerated test models using the
lognormal, Weibull, and exponential cdfs to describe life (time-to-failure or degradation)
in conjunction with the Arrhenius, inverse power, and exponential breakdown laws to
relate life cdfs with different temperatures and stresses. Graphical methods, analytical
methods involving least squares approximations, and analytical methods using mle have
been covered. Glaser (1984) developed a Weibull accelerated test model which used mle
and polynomial equations in inverse temperature, stress, and a term involving the product
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of inverse temperature and stress, for each parameter. Meeter and Meeker (1994)
expanded upon accelerated test models which use rnle with provisions for nonconstant
scale parameters. Maciejewski's (1995) method used a general family of cdf's and
nonparametric curve-fitting; no assumptions were made about the cdf's at each test level
nor about the relationship between the test levels.
.ill. Assessment of Previous Methods and Proposed Method of Approach
Glaser (1984), and Meeter and Meeker's (1994), models utilized the Weibull cdf,
which is a limiting cdf in distribution ofminimum values. In other words, failure which is
based on the smallest value in a system may be well represented by the Weibull cdf. The
Weibull cdf is one of only three cdf's which could possibly be the limiting cdf in
distribution of minimum values (Gnedenko et al. (1969». Interfacial damage area has not
been the subject of any of the above models. Furthermore, failure based on such damage
is the result of the maximum area, not the minimum; small damage areas will not cause
failure but a large one will. Intuitively, a limiting cdf in distribution of maximum values
analogous to the Weibull cdf could well represent interfacial damage area. Again, there
are only three cdf's which could possibly be the limiting cdf in. distribution of maximum
values (Gnedenko et al. (1969».
This conjecture precludes the use of Maciejewski's (1995) method as a starting
point; that model is useful when nothing is presumed about the cdf's. Nelson's (1990)
approach has been demonstrated to work well with various cdf's and numerous physical
applications, and thus provides the impetus for this current work. Additionally, these
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methods are readily available; all that is needed to create and test these models is a
personal computer and decent spreadsheet software.
Using examples, two distinct HAST models will be developed by modifying
Nelson's method to incorporate interfacial damage area data and a limiting cdf of
maximum values.
IV. Analysis of Data
Several 24 pin dual in-line packages (DIP's), measuring 14,508 x 8,708 Jlm2 and
consisting of a Au conductor and Ah03 substrate coated with Ciba-Geigy CY179 epoxy;
were subjected to 121°C, unsaturated 100% RH, and unbiased test conditions. HAST
was performed, and a LECD 3001 Image Analyzer was used to observe the entire area of
the DIP's. The number of interfacial damage sites and the area of each site was recorded
after 6 hours and every third hour thereafter, up to 24 hours (Park, (1999».
The mechanical integrity of the DIP is jeopardized by large damage areas which
increase the chance of further interfacial damage and eventually fracture. In particular, the
largest such damage area is highly influential in deterinining the reliability of the DIP
(Park, (1999». The HAST models which will be developed will predict the probability
that the damage areas on the DIP's do not exceed a sp.ecified tolerable damage area at any
given time under normal operating conditions. Thus, the model will be a function of both
damage area and time.
V. HAST Models: Choice of the CDF
A cdf of a random variable describes the physical nature and scatter, or
randomness, of that variable, which in this case is damage area. As noted in III., a limiting
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cdf in distribution of maximum values, largest values which are most instrumental in the
reliability of the DIP, analogous to the Weibull cdf, a limiting cdf in distribution of
minimum values which has been shown to work well in systems influenced by smallest
values, is intuitively a good choice. The two-parameter Weibull cdf is given by
Fw(x) =l-exp[-(x/ pr],x>o, (5.1)
where a is a unitless shape parameter, and Pis a scale parameter with the same units as x.
The corresponding cdf of maximum values is the so-called two-parameter Frechet cdf,
given by
(5.2)
where again a is a unitless shape parameter, and f3 is a scale parameter with the same units
as x (Gnedenko et ai. (1969)). Note that both cdfs are defined for positive real numbers.
For a look at how the parameters affect the appearance of each of these functions, see
Appendix A.
The value Fp(x) is defined as the proportion of values which are less than or equal
to x from an entire set of values which follows the :frechet cdf. This definition, with
proportion interpreted as probability for empirical data, corresponds to the model outlined
in IV. Fp(x) is now the probability that a damage area which is less than or equal to a
specifie-d tolerable damage area x is present from an entire set of damage areas which
follows the Frechet cdf. Thus each set of damage areas for a fixed time t must follow the
Frechet cdf. Furthermore, as outlined in IV., the model must predict probabilities for any
time t, so the model in (5.2) must be adjusted to have the form
5
F(x,t) = exp[-(x / p(t)ra(tl x> O,t ~ 0, (5.3)
where aCt) is a shape parameter now dependent on time t, and fJ(t) is a scale parameter
also dependent on time t. A model will now be developed explicitly and applied to an
example.
VI. HAST Models: An Example
As outlined in V., the steps necessary to develop (5.3) are 1) determine if each set
of damage areas for a fixed time t follows a Frechet cdf, 2) find the values of the
parameters a and pfor each fixed time t, 3) find an expression for the scale parameter fJ(t)
which is dependent on time t, and 4) find an expression for the shape parameter a(t) which
is dependent on time t.
A. Determine if Each Set of Damage Areas Follows a Frechet CDF
This step is done very convincingly using a graphical approach. For each fixed
. time t, equation (5.2) suffices. Taking the natural log (In) of both sides twice of (5.2)
produces the linear equation
-In[-lnFF(x)] = alnx - alnp, (6.1)
where In x is the independent variable plotted on the horizontal axis, the term on the left
side of the equality is the dependent variable plotted on the vertical axis, a is the slope of
the line, and -a In p is the value of the vertical intercept. Thus if the set of damage areas x
for a fixed time t does indeed follow a Frechet cdf, (6.1) will plot as a straight line for
some aandp.
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Plotting consists of taking an ordered pair from (5.2), (x, F~x)), and using it in
(6.1) to get the transformed coordinates (In x, -In[-lnF~x)]). The probability F~x) is
unknown and must be estimated. To this end, the total number n of x values for a fixed
time t are ordered from smallest to largest, where X[I] indicates the smallest value, X[n]
indicates the largest value, and XU] indicates the ith ordered value. Recall that the
probability F~x) can also be interpreted as the proportion of values which are less than or
equal to x from the entire set ofx, so that
(6.2)
The probability F~xU]) is estimated using a plotting point Pi (Nelson (1990)), based on the
index i, and defined by
() i - 0.5FF Xli] = Pi =-.--,
n
which upholds (6.2).
The ordered pairs from (5.2) are now expressed as (X[I], Pi) for i = L.n, and the
transformed coordinates of(6.1) to be plotted are given by (In Xli], -In[-lnpd) for i = Ln.
The ordered damage areas x[i], the plotting points pi, and the transformed coordinates In
Xli] and -In[-lnpil for each ofthe observed times t are given inTables 6.1 through 6.7. The
plots of the ordered transformed coordinates of (6.1) are given in Figures 6.1 through 6.7.
The goal of this step was to determine ifeach set of damage areas for a fixed time t
followed a Frechet cdf, indicated by a straight line plot of (6.1) for some a and p. Figures
6.1 through 6.7 show that this is clearly 'the case. The claim is further supported by the
correlation coefficient, ?, defined as
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y' = [(t(lnXU1)(-ln[-In p;D) - (~)(tlnX[;l)(t -In[-ln p;l)J
[(t[lnX1;1l') -(~)(tlnxISI (t[-ln[lnp;ll') -(~)(t -In[lnp;lr] (6.3)
and calculated for each time t. An r2 value of 1.0 indic~tes a perfect linear relationship
between two variables, which in this case are the transformed coordinates In Xli] and -In[-In
p;] of (6.1). Practically, an ? ~ 0.9 implies that a linear relationship between the two
variables is acceptable. Table 6.8 summarizes the? values for each time t and in each
case, ? ~ 0.96, meaning a linear relationship between the transformed coordinates In Xli]
and -In[-InPi] of (6.1) is virtually certain for each time t.
This is the first major conclusion: For any given fixed time t the set of observed
interfacial damage areas x follows the Frechet cdf of (5.2) for some a and p. The values
of a and pat time t are computed in the next section. The last two sections introduce a
variable time t into the model, producing the desired final form of (5.3). See Appendix B.
for reasons why the Weibull cdf is inadequate for modeling this type ofdamage area data.
B. Find the Values of the Parameters a and Pfor Each Fixed Time t
A best fit least squares regression line can readily be generated for each set of
observed damage areas at time t, as shown in Figures 6.1 through 6.7. These fitted lines
are plotted on the same scale as the transformed coordinates of (6.1), so that as noted in
A, a is the slope of each line, and -a In P is the value of each vertical intercept. The
slopes, which are precisely the values for a, and intercepts for each time t were generated
8
and are summarized in Table 6.8. The values for fJ are also summarized in Table 6.8, and
were derived by solving
fJ =exp[-vertical intercept / a]
for each time 1.
Thus the parameters a and fJ of the Frechet cdf of (5.2) for each fixed time t can
be estimated by linearizing (5.2) into (6.1) and using those values of a and p which
correspond to the least squares regression line best fitted to the set ofdamage areas.
e. Find an Expression for the Scale Parameter fJ(t)
. .Two widely used relationships between a.cdfparameter alld an accel~rated variable
are the Arrhenius relationship and the inverse power relationship. Physically, the
Arrhenius relationship is based on the chemical Arrhenius rate law and an accelerated-
temperature variable, while the inverse power relationship empirically works with a stress-
accelerated variable. Although neither of these physically describes the relationship in the
current time-variable model, they provide mathematical motivation for finding an
acceptable relationship between the cdf scale parameter fJ and time t. The exponential
relationship, another stress-accelerated variable relationship, is also·examined. Like. the
Arrhenius and inverse power. relationships, the exponential relationship has two
parameters which makes it immediately usable by the methods described below (Nelson
(1990».
1. The Arrhenius Relationship
An Arrhenius relationship between the scale parameter fJ and time t is given by
9
13(/) =Aexp[~ /Il, (6.4)
where f3(1) is the value of 13 at time I, and A1 and A2 are constants. If this relationship is
legitimate, then linearizing (6.4) and plotting those transformed coordinates should
produce a straight line, as well as a correlation coefficient r ~ 0.9 for those transformed
coordinates. Note this is the same technique used in A, where the legitimacy of the
Frechet cdf of (5.2) was demonstrated by linearizing (5.2) into (6.1), plotting the ordered
transformed coordinates of (6.1) as in Figures 6.1 through 6.7, and calculating r for the
transformed coordinates of(6.1), given in (6.3).
Taking the In ofbot~ sides of (6.4) gives the linear equation
.In[f3(I)] = A; +(~ / I), (6.5)
where (1 / I) is the independent variable plotted on the horizontal axis, In[f3(I)] is the
dependent variable plotted on the vertical axis, A2 is the slope of the line, and the constant
AI· = In A1 is the value of the vertical intercept. Plotting consists of taking an ordered pair
from (6.4), (I, f3(1», and using it in (6.5) to get the transformed coordinates
(1 / I, In[f3(I)]). The plot of these transformed coordinates is given in Figure 6.8.
The best fit least squares regression line was generated, and Figure 6.8 clearly
shows that the transformed coordinates (1 / I, In[f3(I)]) for all 1plot linearly, meaning that
the Arrhenius relationship of (6.4) is an appropriate relationship between the scale
parameter 13 and time I. Further evidence is given by the extremely strong correlation
coefficient r = 0.992 between the transformed coordinates of(6.5), defined here as
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r' = [(~(l/ 1)(ln[p(I)D) -(;)(~(l/ 1))(~ln[p(l)l)J
[(~(l/ I)') -(~)(~(l/ 1)r][(~(ln[p(llD2) _(~)(~ln[p(I)1)2]'
where m is the number of observation times t.
(6.6)
Finding the values for the constants Al and Az in (6.4) is analogous to finding the
values of the parameters a and Pof the Frechet cdf of (5.2) described in B.: (6.4) is
linearized into (6.5) and the values utilized are those AI· and Az which correspond to the
least squares regression line best fitted to the transformed coordinates (1 / t, lnlfl(t)]) for
all t. The slope and the vertical intercept of the regression line were computed and are
given in Figure 6.8. As noted above, the slope is precisely the value for Az, and the
vertical intercept is exactly AI· = In A1, so that A1 can be solved as
A=exp[vertical intercept] .
The desired, explicit expression for the scale parameter f3(t) can now be found by
substituting the values ofAl and Az in (6.4) to produce
p(t) =9808.46 exp[-4.65 / t] . (6.7)
The convincing plot and exceptionally high correlation coefficient of the Arrhenius
relationship make it a suitable choice to describe the relationship between p and t.
Nevertheless, the technique used here in 1. will now be applied to the inverse power and
exponential relationships to determine whether a more linear plot or a greater c01!elation
coefficient can be found, thus implying a more appropriate relationship between Pand t.
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2. The Inverse Power Relationship
An inverse power relationship between the scale parameter pand time t is given by
(6.8)
where f3(t) is again the value of 13 at time t, and II and h are constants. Taking the In of
both sides of (6.8) give the linear equation
In[f3(t)] =II - 12 In t . (6.9)
The plot of the transformed coordinates In(t) and In[,8(t)] of (6.9) and the best fit least
squares regression line is given in Figure 6.9. The correlation coefficient rwas computed
here as in (6.6), but with In(t) replacing (1 / t).
Figure 6.9 depicts a decidedly less linear relationship than Figure 6.8, and while the
correlation coefficient r = 0.929 between the transformed coordinates of (6.9) is
acceptable, it is not as good as the r = 0.992 of (6.5). Thus the Arrhenius relationship of
(6.4) describes the relationship between 13 and t better than the inverse power relationship
of(6.8).
3. The Exponential Relationship
An exponential relationship between the scale parameter 13 and time t is given by
f3(t) =exp[~ + ~t], (6.10)
where f3(t) is again the value of13 at time t, and PI and P2 are constants. Taking the In of
both sides of (6.10) give the linear equation
In[f3(t)] =~ +~t .
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(6.11)
The plot of the transformed coordinates t and In[,8(t)] of (6.11) and the best fit least
squares regression line is given in Figure 6.10. The correlation coefficient ? was
computed here as in (6.6), but with t replacing (1 / t).
According to Figure 6.10, and a correlation coefficient of only? = 0.797 between
the transformed coordinates of (6.11), the exponential relationship of (6.10) does not
describe the relationship between fJ and t well.
D. Find an Expression for the Shape Parameter a(t)
Encouraged by the results ofc., finding an expression for the shape parameter aCt)
follows the same procedure as finding an expression for the scale parameter f3(t).
Arrhenius, inverse power, and exponential relationships are defined between a and t by
substituting aCt), the value of a at time t, for f3(t) in (6.4), (6.8), and (6.1,0). These three
,
are linearized into (6.5), (6.9), and (6.11), again with aCt) replacing f3(t), and plotted in
Figures 6.11 through 6.13 using transformed coordinates. Correlation coefficients? are
computed as in (6.6), with aCt) replacing f3(t), and with the appropriate transformed
coordinates as described in 1. through 3.; these are noted in Figures 6.11 through 6.13.
Determining which plot is most linear in Figures 6.11 through 6.13 is purely
subjective, hence the correlation coefficients serve as the sole indicator of the most
appropriate relationship between a and t. Although all' are acceptable since
? ~ 0.9 in each case, the inverse power relationship gives the best? = 0.962. Thus
(6.12)
13
The same technique used in 1. to find the constants Al and A2 in the Arrhenius
relationship of (6.4) for fJ(t) is now applied here. In this case, 11* is the value of the
vertical intercept of the best fit least squares regression line and -h* is the slope of that
line; both are given in Figure 6.12.
The desired, explicit expression for the shape parameter aCt) can now be found by
substituting the values ofIt* and h* in (6.12) to produce
a(t) =2.57ro. Z5 •
E. The Failure Model
(6.13)
The second major conclusion is the final failure model of the form (5.3), using
(6.7) and (6.13). The probability that a damage area less than or equal to a specified
tolerable damage area x is present at time t is defined by the failure model
F(x t) =ex {_(xeXP[4.65/ tIJ-(z.57It
o
.
2l
)}.
, p 9808.46 (6.14)
Note that in practice, it is more useful to know the probability that a damage area greater
than a specified tolerable damage area x is present at time t. This so-called reliability
model is defined simply as
R(x,t) =1- F(x,t).
VIT. Goodness of Fit Test for the Failure Model
A popular distribution-free goodness of fit test which uses the Kolmogorov
statistic (Bradley (1968)) is now applied to the failure model of (6.14) to determine if it is
fitted well to the true, unknown model. Define the empirical model FE(X[i], t) by
14
FE(x[ij,t) = i / n, i = l..n at time t. (7.1)
The Kolmogorov statistic K is defined as the absolute maximum deviation between the
proposed model of (6.14) and the empirical model of (7.1) at a fixed time t, or
(7.2)
To illustrate, the values for the proposed model, the empirical model, and the deviations
for time t = 6 are given in Table 7.1.
Table 7.2 lists the Kvalues for each time t along with the critical values at the 0.01
level of significance. The critical values depend on the number of damage areas n for each
time t. Using a critical value at the 0.01 level of significance means that 99% of the time,
the K value will not exceed the critical value for a particular time t. This is precisely the
case for every time t, indicating that the proposed failure model of (6.14) is indeed fitted
well to the true, unknown model.
VIll. An Attempt to Improve the Failure Model with MLE
Using role (Devore (1991» is perhaps the most common method of parameter
estimation. The attractive feature of this method is that a parameter derived with this
technique is approximately the minimum variance unbiased estimator of that parameter.
The failure model of (6.14) was developed in such as way as to readily allow different
methods of parameter estimation without altering the rest of the modeling process. The
Frechet parameters a and fJ for each time t are now found using role in an effort to
improve the failure model of (6. 14), an improvement here· defined as producing smaller
Kolmogorov K statistics than in VII. Note this technique only replaces the regression line
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parameter estimation technique of B. in XI.; the remaining sections of XI. are followed
exactly as above except using the different values for the parameters a and 13 for each time
t computed here.
For a fixed time t, the likelihood function L(x; a,fJ) to be maximized is defined as
n
L(x;a,p) =ITfF(xi;a,p),
;=1
(8.1)
where x=(X1,X2, ... ,xn ) represents the n damage areas for time t, andfF denotes the
Frechet probability density function (pdf). The Frechet pdf is the result of differentiating
the Frechet cdf of (5.2), so that
fF(X) =~FF(X) =afJax-(a+1) exp[-(x / pta]. (8.2)
"5
Since In is a strictly increasing function, the In of the likelihood function, In L(x; a,13), may
be maximized instead of just the likelihood function L(x; a,13); the results will be the
same but the intermediate steps involving sums rather than products ofpdfs will be easier
to manipulate.· Thus-
is maximized in lieu of (8.1).
n
InL(x;a,p) =~)nfF(Xj;a,fJ)
i=1
(8.3)
The parameters a and 13 are found by taking the partial derivatives of (8.3) with
respect to a and 13, equating each to zero, and solving for a and psimultaneously. To this
'---
end,
{ ( )-a}o 0 n x.-lnL(x; a, 13) =::-I Ina +alnfJ -(a + l)lnxj -;.2. ,oa b'a j=1 13
16
na = { ()}'n n 1 x.
-nlnp+ ~lnxi - pa~ Xi In p
{ ( )-a}o 0 n X.-' InL(x;a,p) =-I Ina +alnp -(a + l)lnxi-- -!...,op op j=l p
n { ()-(a+l)()}L a - a Xi X~ == 0, and
1=1 p P P
a
(8.4)
fJ= nn
" -a£..JXi
i=l
(8.5)
The right side of (8.5) can be substituted for p in (8.4) to produce one equation in one
unknown a which can be solved numerically; pcan be found subsequently. The Bolzano
Process, also known as the bisection method -or interval halving, was implemented in a
FORTRAN program to solve for a, according to the algorithm in Figure 8.1 (Atkinson et
ai. (1989». Note that this process requires a relatively small initial interval to converge to
a solution. In this particular example, a starting interval of [0, 2] converged to a solution
for a but [0, 3] did not. Thus the regression line parameter estimates for a and p found in
B. ofXI. , although replaced here by the mle for a and p, were necessary in determining a
starting interval for the current process.
The mle for a and p for each time t are given in Table 8.1. Following C. of XI.,
the Arrhenius, inverse power, and exponential relationships between the mle p and t were
each defined, linearized, and plotted as in Figures 8.2 through 8.4 The best fit least
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squares regression lines and correlation coefficients r in Figures 8.2 through 8.4 show
that once again, the Arrhenius relationship best describes the relationship between the cdf
scale parameter Pand time t. The constants A1 and A2 in the Arrhenius relationship of
(6.4) were computed again as described in C. of XI., and the resulting explicit expression
for f3(t) using mle is
P(t) =10239.42exp[-5.1 0/ t] . (8.6)
This process is now repeated as inDo of XI. with the mle-a and plotted in Figures
8.5 through 8.7. In this instance, the best fit least squares regression lines and correlation
coefficients r2 in Figures 8.5 through 8.7 indicate that none of these relationships describes
the relationship between a and t well. However, since the values of all the mle a are
nearly identical, it is reasonable to assume that in this case a is constant and not dependent
upon time t. Taking a simple average of all the mle a gives an explicit, constant
expression for the shape parameter a(t) of
a(t)=1310. (8.7)
The proposed improved failure model to (6.l4)using mle can now be found by
again taking the form of(5.3) and using (8.6) and (8.7) to produce
F. (x t) =ex {_(xexP[5.1 / tI)-J.31}.
. I ., P 10239.42 (8.8)
Table 8.2 lists the K values for (8.8) as defined in (7.2), with F;(x[il't) replacing
F(x[i]' t), for each time t. Table 8.2 also reproduces from Table 7.2 the Kvalues for the
initial failure model of (6.14) for each time t. A comparison reveals that for every time t,
\
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the K value associated with the initial failure model of (6.14) is smaller than the K value
associated with the revised failure model of(8.8). Thus there is less deviation between the
model of (6.14), which uses regression line parameter estimates, and the empirical model
of(7.1) than there is between the model of(8.8), which uses mle, and (7.1). The third and
final major conclusion is that the failure model is better fitted to the true, unknown model
using expressions for aCt) and f3(t) which have been derived from regression line
parameter estimates, rather than mle, for a and f3 for each time t.
IX. Conclusions
Damage area on DIP's has been shown to follow a Frechet cdffor a fixed time t.
-
By estimating the two parameters a and f3 of the Frechet cdf for each set of damage areas
at time t after HAST, explicit expressions for aCt) and f3(t) can be derived from commonly
used relationships. Substituting these expressions for a and f3 in the Frechet cdf produces
a failure model and a corresponding reliability model, which can successfully predict at any
time t whether a damage area greater than a specified tolerable damage area is present.
Predicting when a large damage area will occur is crucial in determining the integrity of
the microelectric circuit since large damage areas can lead to more damage and eventually
fracture of the interface. Regression line parameter estimates were shown to be better
than mle at fitting the failure model to the true, unknown model.
X. Future Work
Expressions for aCt) and f3(t) have been derived by estimating the parameters a
and f3 for each fixed time t, finding a suitable relationship between each parameter and
4
.time, ..computing the -constants of each relations~p, and inserting each expression into the
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Frechet cdf An interesting variation, using mle, would involve choosing appropriate
relationships first, inserting each into the Frechet pdf, and then calculating all the constants
of all the relationships.
In preparing this example, all the damage areas x for all times I are taken as a
whole, and are notated a bit differently. Let the pair (x), I)) indicate the jth damage area x
at time I, where j =1 ..N, and N is the total number of all damage areas x for all times t.
Suppose the expressions for a(/) and f3(/) have been determined to follow the inverse
power and Arrhenius relationships respectively, as in XI. Then the general forms of each
would be
a(/j ) = alIt and
/3(/ j ) =PI exp[/32 / I j ].
(10.1)
(10.2)
These are substituted for a and /3 in the Frechet pdf of (8.2). Using the method of mle
and following (8.3), the resulting In of the likelihood function would be
which now has four parameters to estimate. Taking partial derivatives with respect to aI,
a2, PI, and /3l yields, respectively,
20
These four expressions would each have to be equated to zero, and then solved for aI, az,
/31, and f3z simultaneously. Mathematical software is the only possible hope for this task.
Note that in preparing this example, estimates of the relationships between the cdf
parameters a and /3 and time t were necessary for (10.1) and (10.2). Thus, the regression
line techniques described in B., C., and D. of XI. may still be required to generate such
estimates.
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)i Xli] Pi In x [i] -In[-ln Pi] i Xli] Pi In x [i] -In[-lnp i]
1 826.9 0.0085 6.7177 -1.5625 31 5664.7 0.5169 8.6420 0.4158
2 1237.1 0.0254 7.1205 -1.3008 32 6081.4 0.5339 8.7130 0.4659
3 1855.7 0.0424 7.5260 -1.1510 33 6446.1 0.5508 8.7712 0.5170
4 2272.4 0.0593 7.7286 -1.0384 34 7038.6 0.5678 8.8592 0.5692
5 2467.7 0.0763 7.8110 -0.9453 35 7149.3 0.5847 8.8748 0.6225
6 2552.4 0.0932 7.8448 -0.8641 36 7149.3 0.6017 8.8748 0.6773
7 3095.5 0.1102 8.0377 -0.7911 37 7715.8 0.6186 8.9510 0.7335
8 3253.7 0.1271 8.0875 -0.7240 38 7753.0 0.6356 8.9558 0.7914
9 3457.4 0.1441 8.1483 -0.6614 39 7787.4 0.6525 8.9603 0.8513
10 3570.3 0.1610 8.1804 -0.6023 40 8067.4 0.6695 8.9956 0.9132
11 3672.3 0.1780 8.2086 -0.5459 41 8171.5 0.6864 9.0084 0.9775
12 3704.9 0.1949 8.2174 -0.4918 42 8542.7 0.7034 9.0528 1.0446
13 3828.6 0.2119 8.2503 -0.4394 43 8549.2 0.7203 9.0536 1.1146
14 3978.3 0.2288 8.2886 -0.3886 44 9252.4 0.7373 9.1326 1.1882
15 4038.7 0.2458 8.3037 -0.3389 45 9434.7 0.7542 9.1521 1.2657
16 4323.4 0.2627 8.3718 -0.2902 46 10131.4 0.7712 9.2234 1.3477
17 4323.4 0.2797 8.3718 -0.2423 47 11056.0 0.7881 9.3107 1.4351
18 4388.5 0.2966 8.3867 -0.1950 48 11277.4 0.8051 9.3306 1.5287
19 4466.7 0.3136 8.4044 -0.1482 49 11381.5 0.8220 9.3397 1.6298
20 4701.1 0.3305 8.4556 -0.1018 50 11980.6 0.8390 9.3910 1.7397
21 4701.1 0.3475 8.4556 -0.0555 51 12735.9 0.8559 9.4522 1.8607
22 4876.9 0.3644 8.4923 -0.0094 52 14116.2 0.8729 9.5551 1.9954
23 5065.7 0.3814 8.5302 0.0366 53 14298.6 0.8898 9.5679 2.1479
24 5228.5 0.3983 8.5619 0.0828 54 17769.0 0.9068 9.7852 2.3243
25 5228.5 0.4153 8.5619 0.1291 55 19247.1 0.9237 9.8651 2.5341
26 5287.1 0.4322 8.5730 0.1757 56 28675.2 0.9407 10.2638 2.7944
27 5378.2 0.4492 8.5901 0.2227 57 29650.7 0.9576 10.2972 3.1397
28 5378.2 0.4661 8.5901 0.2700 58 30264.0 0.9746 10.3177 3.6592
29 5510.9 0.4831 8.6145 0.3180 59 62236.7 0.9915 11.0387 4.7664
30 5664.7 0.5000 8.6420 0.3665
Table 6.1 Damage areas and transformed coordinates for time t = 6 hours
22
i X[i] Pi 1nX[il -In[-lnp ;] i Xli] Pi 1nx[i] -In[-ln p;]
1 1152.5 0.0066 7.0497 -1.6142 39 8282.2 0.5066 9.0219 0.3856
2 1549.7 0.0197 7.3458 -1.3674 40 8334.3 0.5197 9.0281 0.4240
3 1907.8 0.0329 7.5537 -1.2280 41 8549.2 0.5329 9.0536 0.4629
4 2135.7 0.0461 7.6665 -1.1243 42 9089.6 0.5461 9.1149 0.5025
5 2461.2 0.0592 7.8084 -1.0391 43 9252.3 0.5592 9.1326 0.5426
6 2584.9 0.0724 7.8574 -0.9655 44 9363.1 0.5724 9.1445 0.5834
7 3066.8 0.0855 8.0284 -0.8997 45 9402.1 0.5855 9.1487 0.6250
8 3298.0 . 0.0987 8.1011 -0.8398 46 9434.7 0.5987 9.1521 0.6674
9 3581.2 0.1118 8.1835 -0.7842 47 10079.3 0.6118 9.2182 0.7107
10 4115.1 0.1250 8.3224 -0.7321 48 11043.0 0.6250 9.3096 0.7550
11 4167.2 0.1382 8.3350 -0.6828 49 11778.7 0.6382 9.3740 0.8004
12 4271.3 0.1513 8.3597 -0.6357 50 12345.2 0.6513 9.4210 0.8469
13 4342.5 0.1645 8.3762 -0.5906 51 13256.0 0.6645 9.4922 0.8946
14 4477.0 0.1776 8.4067 -0.5470 52 13504.2 0.6776 9.5108 0.9438
15 4551.3 0.1908 8.4232 -0.5048 53 13595.4 0.6908 9.5175 0.9945
16 4566.8 0.2039 8.4266 -0.4637 54 13751.6 0.7039 9.5289 1.0468
17 4701.1 0.2171 8.4556 -0.4235 55 13881.8 0.7171 9.5383 1.1010
18 4701.1 0.2303 8.4556 -0.3843 56 14663.2 0.7303 9.5931 1.1572
19 4720.6 0.2434 8.4597 -0.3457 57 15398.9 0.7434 9.6421 1.2157
20 5083.2 0.2566 8.5337 -0.3077 58 15535.7 0.7566 9.6509 1.2767
21 5228.5 0.2697 8.5619 -0.2703 59 15718.0 0.7697 9.6626 1.3405
22 5228.5 0.2829 8.5619 -0.2332 60 16037.0 0.7829 9.6827 1.4075
23 5262.6 0.2961 8.5684 -0.1966 61 16304.0 0.7961 9.6992 1.4780
24 5262.6 0.3092 8.5684 -0.1602 62 16759.8 0.8092 9.7267 1.5526
25 5287.1 0.3224 8.5730 -0.1240 63 16824.9 0.8224 9.7306 1.6319
26 5507.3 0.3355 8.6138 -0.0881 64 17463.0 0.8355 9.7678 1.7165
27 5515.6 0.3487 8.6153 -0.0522 65 18062.0 0.8487 9.8016 1.8075
28 6016.3 0.3618 8.7022 -0.0164 66 18443.2 0.8618 9.8225 1.9059
29 6016.3 0.3750 8.7022 0.0194 67 20217.2 0.8750 9.9143 2.0134
30 6254.3 0.3882 8.7410 0.0552 68 20594.0 0.8882 9.9328 2.1320
31 6262.0 0.4013 8.7423 0.0910 69 24325.8 0.9013 10.0993 2.2643
32 6433.0 0.4145 8.7692 0.1270 70 28675.2 0.9145 10.2638 2.4146
33 6451.7 0.4276 8.7721 0.1631 71 30290.0 0.9276 10.3186 2.5887
34 6582.8 0.4408 8.7922 0.1994 72 34730.7 0.9408 10.4554 2.7963
35 7149.3 0.4539 8.8748 0.2360 73 44178.4 0.9539 10.6960 3.0545
36 7149.3 0.4671 8.8748 0.2729 74 52167.6 0.9671 10.8622 3.3978
37 7149.3 0.4803 8.8748 0.3100 75 77255.5 0.9803 11.2549 3.9153
38 7566.0 0.4934 8.9314 0.3476 76 99986.1 0.9934 11.5128 5.0206
Table 6.2 Damage areas and transformed coordinates for time t = 9 hours
23
i xli] Pi In x Ii] -In[-ln Pi] i Xli] Pi Inx[i] -In[-lnp ;]
1 1660.4 0.0064 7.4148 -1.6194 40 8829.2 0.5064 9.0858 0.3851
2 2002.7 0.0192 7.6023 -1.3740 41 8874.7 0.5192 9.0910 0.4225
3 2278.9 0.0321 7.7314 -1.2356 42 9089.6 0.5321 9.1149 0.4604
4 2461.2 0.0449 7.8084 -1.1327 43 9252.4 0.5449 9.1326 0.4989
5 2591.5 0.0577 7.8600 -1.0482 44 9597.5 0.5577 9.1693 0.5379
6 2910.5 0.0705 7.9761 -0.9753 45 10671.8 0.5705 9.2754 0.5776
7 3516.0 0.0833 8.1651 -0.9102 46 11531.2 0.5833 9.3528 0.6180
8 3581.2 0.0962 8.1835 -0.8509 47 11733.2 0.5962 9.3702 0.6592
9 3848.5 0.1090 8.2554 -0.7960 48 12345.2 0.6090 9.4210 0.7012
10 3913.2 0.1218 8.2721 -0.7445 49 12950.7 0.6218 9.4689 0.7441
11 4427.6 0.1346 8.3956 -0.6958 50 13230.7 0.6346 9.4903 0.7880
12 4453.6 0.1474 8.4015 -0.6494 51 14012.1 0.6474 9.5477 0.8330
13 4701.1 0.1603 8.4556 -0.6049 52 14025.0 0.6603 9.5486 0.8792
14 4876.9 0.1731 8.4923 -0.5619 53 15123.8 0.6731 9.6240 0.9266
15 4981.1 0.1859 8.5134 -0.5203 54 15190.6 0.6859 9.6284 0.9754
16 5089.6 0.1987 8.5350 -0.4799 55 16037.0 0.6987 9.6827 1.0258
17 5228.5 0.2115 8.5619 -0.4404 56 16304.0 0.7115 9.6992 1.0779
18 5545.3 0.2244 8.6207 -0.4018 57 17130.9 0.7244 9.7486 1.1318
19 5879.6 0.2372 8.6792 -0.3639 58 18037.0 0.7372 9.8002 1.1877
20 5879.6 0.2500 8.6792 -0.3266 59 18443.2 0.7500 9.8225 1.2459
21 5879.6 0.2628 8.6792 -0.2899 60 18967.1 0.7628 9.8505 1.3066
22 5912.5 0.2756 8.6848 -0.2536 61 19247.1 0.7756 9.8651 1.3702
23 6224.7 0.2885 8.7363 -0.2177 62 19286.1 0.7885 9.8671 1.4369
24 6224.7 0.3013 8.7363 -0.1821 63 19494.5 0.8013 9.8779 1.5071
25 6224.7 0.3141 8.7363 -0.1467 64 19605.2 0.8141 9.8836 1.5815
26 6224.7 0.3269 8.7363 -0.1116 65 20217.2 0.8269 9.9143 1.6605
27 6266.9 0.3397 8.7430 -0.0766 66 20907.4 0.8397 9.9479 1.7449
28 6433.0 0.3526 8.7692 -0.0416 67 21851.0 0.8526 9.9920 1.8357
29 6446.1 0.3654 8.7712 -0.0068 68 23262.8 0.8654 10.0546 1.9339
30 6461.1 0.3782 8.7736 0.0281 69 24325.8 0.8782 10.0993 2.0412
31 6784.7 0.3910 8.8224 0.0630 70 24755.5 0.8910 10.1168 2.1595
32 6938.0 0.4038 8.8448 0.0979 71 33474.0 0.9038 10.4185 2.2917
33 7110.2 0.4167 8.8693 0.1330 72 37348.1 0.9167 10.5280 2.4417
34 7553.0 0.4295 8.9297 0.1682 73 37758.4 0.9295 10.5390 2.6156
35 7566.0 0.4423 8.9314 0.2036 74 48586.4 0.9423 10.7911 2.8231
36 7579.0 0.4551 . 8.9331 0.2393 75 72378.9 0.9551 11.1897 3.0811
37 7767.8 0.4679 8.9577 0.2752 76 79241.1 0.9679 11.2803 3.4242
38 8099.9 0.4808 8.9996 0.3115 77 83278.3 0.9808 11.3299 3.9416
39 8282.2 0.4936 9.0219 0.3481 78 101448.6 0.9936 11.5273 5.0466
Table 6.3 Damage areas and transformed coordinates for time t = 12 hours
24
i Xli] Pi In x[i] -In[-lnp i] i X[i] Pi Inx[il -In[-lnp i]
1 2109.6 0.0064 7.6543 -1.6194 40 8892.2 0.5064 9.0929 0.3851
2 2278.9 0.0192 7."7314 -1.3740 41 9042.2 0.5192 9.1097 0.4225
3 2461.2 0.0321 7.8084 -1.2356 42 9089.6 0.5321 9.1149 0.4604
4 2786.8 0.0449 7.9326 -1.1327 43 9252.4 0.5449 9.1326 0.4989
5 3398.8 0.0577 8.1312 -1.0482 44 10056.0 0.5577 9.2159 0.5379
6 3848.5 0.0705 8.2554 -0.9753 45 10671.8 0.5705 9.2754 0.5776
7 4050.0 0.0833 8.3065 -0.9102 46 11531.2 0.5833 9.3528 0.6180
8 4056.5 0.0962 8.3081 -0.8509 47 11947.0 0.5962 9.3882 0.6592
9 4323.4 0.1090 8.3718 -0.7960 48 12345.2 0.6090 9.4210 0.7012
10 4453.6 0.1218 8.4015 -0.7445 49 13230.7 0.6218 9.4903 0.7441
11 4876.9 0.1346 8.4923 -0.6958 50 14663.2 0.6346 9.5931 0.7880
12 4928.5 0.1474 8.5028 -0.6494 51 15105.0 0.6474 9.6228 0.8330
13 5228.5 0.1603 8.5619 -0.6049 52 15190.6 0.6603 9.6284 0.8792
14 5430.3 0.1731 8.5997 -0.5619 53 15815.7 0.6731 9.6688 0.9266
15 5664.7 0.1859 8.6420 -0.5203 54 16304.0 0.6859 9.6992 0.9754
16 5879.6 0.1987 8.6792 -0.4799 55 16571.0 0.6987 9.7154 1.0258
17 5912.5 0.2115 8.6848 -0.4404 56 17443.2 0.7115 9.7667 1.0779
18 6051.7 0.2244 8.7081 -0.4018 57 17837.2 0.7244 9.7890 1.1318
19 6224.7 0.2372 8.7363 -0.3639 58 18286.1 0.7372 9.8139 1.1877
20 6266.9 0.2500 8.7430 -0.3266 59 18967.1 0.7500 9.8505 1.2459
21 6433.0 0.2628 8.7692 -0.2899 60 19247.1 0.7628 9.8651 1.3066
22 6446.1 0.2756 8.7712 -0.2536 61 19605.2 0.7756 9.8836 1.3702
23 6461.2 0.2885 8.7736 -0.2177 62 20217.2 0.7885 9.9143 1.4369
24 6608.9 0.3013 8.7962 -0.1821 63 20907.4 0.8013 9.9479 1.5071
25 6745.6 0.3141 8.8166 -0.1467 64 21851.0 0.8141 9.9920 1.5815
26 6784.7 0.3269 8.8224 -0.1116 65 22606.8 0.8269 10.0260 1.6605
27 6938.0 0.3397 8.8448 -0.0766 66 24325.8 0.8397 10.0993 1.7449
28 7136.3 0.3526 8.8729 -0.0416 67 25660.6 0.8526 10.1527 1.8357
29 7223.2 0.3654 8.8851 -0.0068 68 32348.1 0.8654 10.3843 1.9339
30 7370.7 0.3782 8.9053 0.0281 69 34758.4 0.8782 10.4562 2.0412
31 7455.3 0.3910 8.9167 0.0630 70 35201.7 0.8910 10.4688 2.1595
32 7566.0 0.4038 8.9314 0.0979 71 45665.2 0.9038 10.7291 2.2917
33 7715.8 0.4167 8.9510 0.1330 72 70016.5 0.9167 11.1565 2.4417
34 7767.8 0.4295 8.9577 0.1682 73 82860.9 0.9295 11.3249 2.6156
35 7787.4 0.4423 8.9603 0.2036 74 85194.7 0.9423 11.3527 2.8231
36 8099.9 0.4551 8.9996 0.2393 75 92172.6 0.9551 11.4314 3.0811
37 8171.5 0.4679 9.0084 0.2752 76 166079.4 0.9679 12.0202 3.4242
38 8282.2 0.4808 9.0219 0.3115 77 206362.9 0.9808 12.2374 3.9416
39 8549.2 0.4936 9.0536 0.3481 78 260534.9 0.9936 12.4705 5.0466
Table 6.4 Damage ~eas and transfonned coordinates for time t = 15 hours
25
i X[i) Pi In x [i) -In[-lnPi] i Xli] Pi In xli) -In[-lnp;]
1 2135.5 0.0064 7.6665 -1.6194 40 9005.5 0.5064 9.1056 0.3851
2 2884.5 0.0192 7.9671 -1.3740 41 9089.6 0.5192 9.1149 0.4225
3 3288.1 0.0321 8.0981 -1.2356 42 9252.4 0.5321 9.1326 0.4604
4 3346.7 0.0449 8.1157 -1.1327 43 9734.2 0.5449 9.1834 0.4989
5 3463.9 0.0577 8.1502 -1.0482 44 10671.8 0.5577 9.2754 0.5379
6 4056.5 0.0705 8.3081 -0.9753 45 11056.0 0.5705 9.3107 0.5776
7 4323.4 0.0833 8.3718 -0.9102 46 11531.2 0.5833 9.3528 0.6180
8 4453.6 0.0962 8.4015 -0.8509 47 12345.2 0.5962 9.4210 0.6592
9 4824.8 0.1090 8.4815 -0.7960 48 13230.7 0.6090 9.4903 0.7012
10 4876.9 0.1218 8.4923 -0.7445 49 13947.0 0.6218 9.5430 0.7441
11 4922.5 0.1346 8.5016 -0.6958 50 14663.2 0.6346 9.5931 0.7880
12 5228.5 0.1474 8.5619 -0.6494 51 15190.6 0.6474 9.6284 0.8330
13 5228.5 0.1603 8.5619 -0.6049 52 15815.7 0.6603 9.6688 0.8792
14 5664.7 0.1731 8.6420 -0.5619 53 16304.0 0.6731 9.6992 0.9266
15 5879.6 0.1859 8.6792 -0.5203 54 16831.0 0.6859 9.7310 0.9754
16 6051.7 0.1987 8.7081 -0.4799 55 17736.5 0.6987 9.7834 1.0258
17 6179.1 0.2115 8.7289 -0.4404 56 18443.2 0.7115 9.8225 1.0779
18 6224.7 0.2244 8.7363 -0.4018 57 18967.1 0.7244 9.8505 1.1318
19 6266.9 0.2372 8.7430 -0.3639 58 19247.1 0.7372 9.8651 1.1877
20 6433.0 0.2500 8.7692 -0.3266 59 19286.1 0.7500 9.8671 1.2459
21 6596.1 0.2628 8.7942 -0.2899 60 19605.2 0.7628 9.8836 1.3066
22 6608.9 0.2756 8.7962 -0.2536 61 19937.2 0.7756 9.9003 1.3702
23 6745.6 0.2885 8.8166 -0.2177 62 20217.2 0.7885 9.9143 1.4369
24 6745.6 0.3013 8.8166 -0.1821 63 20907.4 0.8013 9.9479 1.5071
25 6784.7 0.3141 8.8224 -0.1467 64 22606.8 0.8141 10.0260 1.5815
26 7136.3 0.3269 8.8729 -0.1116 65 23830.0 0.8269 10.0787 1.6605
27 7223.2 0.3397 8.8851 -0.0766 66 24325.8 0.8397 10.0993 1.7449
28 7343.1 0.3526 8.9015 -0.0416 67 26774.0 0.8526 10.1952 1.8357
29 7566.0 0.3654 8.9314 -0.0068 68 37348.1 0.8654 10.5280 1.9339
30 7767.8 0.3782 8.9577 0.0281 69 37758.4 0.8782 10.5390 2.0412
31 7956.7 0.3910 8.98J8 0.0630 70 43201.7 0.8910 10.6736 2.1595
32 8099.9 0.4038 8.9996 0.0979 71 53665.2 0.9038 10.8905 2.2917
33 8099.9 0.4167 8.9996 0.1330 72 85016.5 0.9167 11.3506 2.4417
34 8171.5 0.4295 9.0084 0.1682 73 107172.6 0.9295 11.5822 2.6156
35 8282.2 0.4423 9.0219 0.2036 74 107304.3 0.9423 11.5834 2.8231
36 8429.6 0.4551 9.0395 0.2393 75 122254.0 0.9551 11.7139 3.0811
37 8438.5 0.4679 9.0406 0.2752 76 199079.4 0.9679 12.2015 3.4242
38 8549.2 0.4808 9.0536 0.3115 77 239409.7 0.9808 12.3859 3.9416
39 8892.2 0.4936 9.0929 0.3481 78 351141.6 0.9936 12.7689 5.0466
Table 6.5 Damage areas and transformed coordinates for time t = 18 hours
26
i Xli] Pi lnx[i] -In[-ln p;] i Xli] Pi InX[i] -In[-lnpd
1 2135.5 0.0064 7.6665 -1.6194 40 9005.5 0.5064 9.1056 0.3851
2 2884.5 0.0192 7.9671 -1.3740 41 9089.6 0.5192 9.1149 0.4225
3 3288.1 0.0321 8.0981 -1.2356 42 9252.4 0.5321 9.1326 0.4604
4 3346.7 0.0449 8.1157 -1.1327 43 9734.2 0.5449 9.1834 0.4989
5 3463.9 0.0577 8.1502 -1.0482 44 10671.8 0.5577 9.2754 0.5379
6 4056.6 0.0705 8.3081 -0.9753 45 11056.0 0.5705 9.3107 0.5776
7 4453.6 0.0833 8.4015 -0.9102 46 11531.2 0.5833 9.3528 0.6180
8 4701.1 0.0962 8.4556 -0.8509 47 12345.2 0.5962 9.4210 0.6592
9 4824.8 0.1090 8.4815 -0.7960 48 13230.7 0.6090 9.4903 0.7012
10 4876.9 0.1218 8.4923 -0.7445 49 13947.0 0.6218 9.5430 0.7441
11 4922.5 0.1346 8.5016 -0.6958 50 14663.2 0.6346 9.5931 0.7880
12 5228.5 0.1474 8.5619 -0.6494 51 15190.6 0.6474 9.6284 0.8330
13 5228.5 0.1603 8.5619 -0.6049 52 15815.7 0.6603 9.6688 0.8792
14 5879.6 0.1731 8.6792 -0.5619 53 16304.0 0.6731 9.6992 0.9266
15 5879.6 0.1859 8.6792 -0.5203 54 16831.0 0.6859 9.7310 0.9754
16 6051.7 0.1987 8.7081 -0.4799 55 17736.5 0.6987 9.7834 1.0258
17 6179.1 0.2115 8.7289 -0.4404 56 18443.2 0.7115 9.8225 1.0779
18 6266.9 0.2244 8.7430 -0.4018 57 18967.1 0.7244 9.8505 1.1318
19 6446.1 0.2372 8.7712 -0.3639 58 19247.1 0.7372 9.8651 1.1877
20 6596.1 0.2500 8.7942 -0.3266 59 19286.1 0.7500 9.8671 1.2459
21 6608.9 0.2628 8.7962 -0.2899 60 19605.2 0.7628 9.8836 1.3066
22 6784.7 0.2756 8.8224 -0.2536 61 19937.2 0.7756 9.9003 1.3702
23 6784.7 0.2885 8.8224 -0.2177 62 20217.2 0.7885 9.9143 1.4369
24 6986.5 0.3013 8.8517 -0.1821 63 20907.4 0.8013 9.9479 1.5071
25 7136.3 0.3141 8.8729 -0.1467 64 22606.8 0.8141 10.0260 1.5815
26 7149.3 0.3269 8.8748 -0.1116 65 24325.0 0.8269 10.0993 1.6605
27 7223.2 0.3397 8.8851 -0.0766 66 24325.8 0.8397 10.0993 1.7449
28 7343.1 0.3526 8.9015 -0.0416 67 31457.1 0.8526 10.3564 1.8357
29 7566.0 0.3654 8.9314 -0.0068 68 37348.1 0.8654 10.5280 1.9339
30 7767.8 0.3782 8.9577 0.0281 69 37758.4 0.8782 10.5390 2.0412
31 7956.7 0.3910 8.9818 0.0630 70 43201.7 0.8910 10.6736 2.1595
32 8099.9 0.4038 8.9996 0.0979 71 53665.2 0.9038 10.8905 2.2917
33 8171.5 0.4167 9.0084 0.1330 72 85016.5 0.9167 11.3506 2.4417
34 8282.2 0.4295 9.0219 0.1682 73 107304.3 0.9295 11.5834 2.6156
35 8429.6 0.4423 9.0395 0.2036 74 112732.8 0.9423 11.6328 2.8231
36 8438.5 0.4551 9.0406 0.2393 75 206228.7 0.9551 12.2367 3.0811
37 8549.2 0.4679 9.0536 0.2752 76 225488.8 0.9679 12.3260 3.4242
38 8816.1 0.4808 9.0843 0.3115 77 239409.7 0.9808 12.3859 3.9416
39 8892.2 0.4936 9.0929 0.3481 78 401206.1 0.9936 12.9022 5.0466
Table 6.6 Damage areas and transformed coordinates for time t = 21 hours
27
i Xli] Pi In x [i] -In[-Inp ;] i Xli] Pi In X[i] -In[-Inp;]
1 2135.5 0.0064 7.6665 -1.6194 40 9005.5 0.5064 9.1056 0.3851
2 2884.5 0.0192 7.9671 -1.3740 41 9089.6 0.5192 9.1149 0.4225
3 3288.1 0.0321 8.0981 -1.2356 42 9252.4 0.5321 9.1326 0.4604
4 3346.7 0.0449 8.1157 -1.1327 43 9734.2 0.5449 9.1834 0.4989
5 3483.5 0.0577 8.1558 -1.0482 44 10671.8 0.5577 9.2754 0.5379
6 4056.6 0.0705 8.3081 -0.9753 45 11056.0 0.5705 9.3107 0.5776
7 4453.6 0.0833 8.4015 -0.9102 46 11531.2 0.5833 9.3528 0.6180
8 4876.9 0.0962 8.4923 -0.8509 47 12345.2 0.5962 9.4210 0.6592
9 4876.9 0.1090 8.4923 -0.7960 48 13947.0 0.6090 9.5430 0.7012
10 4922.5 0.1218 8.5016 -0.7445 49 14383.2 0.6218 9.5738 0.7441
11 5228.5 0.1346 8.5619 -0.6958 50 14663.2 0.6346 9.5931 0.7880
12 5228.5 0.1474 8.5619 -0.6494 51 15190.6 0.6474 9.6284 0.8330
13 5775.4 0.1603 8.6614 -0.6049 52 15815.7 0.6603 9.6688 0.8792
14 5879.6 0.1731 8.6792 -0.5619 53 16304.0 0.6731 9.6992 0.9266
15 5879.6 0.1859 8.6792 -0.5203 54 16831.0 0.6859 9.7310 0.9754
16 6051.7 0.1987 8.7081 -0.4799 55 17736.5 0.6987 9.7834 1.0258
17 6179.1 0.2115 8.7289 -0.4404 56 18443.2 0.7115 9.8225 1.0779
18 6266.9 0.2244 8.7430 -0.4018 57 18967.1 0.7244 9.8505 U318
19 6596.1 0.2372 8.7942 -0.3639 58 19247.1 0.7372 9.8651 1.1877
20 6608.9 0.2500 8.7962 -0.3266 59 19286.1 0.7500 9.8671 1.2459
21 6608.9 0.2628 8.7962 -0.2899 60 19605.2 0.7628 9.8836 1.3066
22 6784.7 0.2756 8.8224 -0.2536 61 19937.2 0.7756 9.9003 1.3702
23 6927.7 0.2885 8.8433 -0.2177 62 20217.2 0.7885 9.9143 1.4369
24 7136.3 0.3013 8.8729 -0.1821 63 20907.4 0.8013 9.9479 1.5071
25 7149.3 0.3141 8.8748 -0.1467 64 22606.8 0.8141 10.0260 1.5815
26 7343.1 0.3269 8.9015 -0.1116 65 24325.8 0.8269 10.0993 1.6605
27 7553.0 0.3397 8.9297 -0.0766 66 24690.0 0.8397 10.1142 1.7449
28 7566.0 0.3526 8.9314 -0.0416 67 35629.2 0.8526 10.4809 1.8357
29 7767.8 0.3654 8.9577 -0.0068 68 37348.1 0.8654 10.5280 1.9339
30 8099.9 0.3782 8.9996 0.0281 69 37758.4 0.8782 10.5390 2.0412
31 8171.5 0.3910 9.0084 0.0630 70 43201.7 0.8910 10.6736 2.1595
32 8171.5 0.4038 9.0084 0.0979 71 53665.2 0.9038 10.8905 2.2917
33 8282.2 0.4167 9.0219 0.1330 72 85016.5 0.9167 11.3506 2.4417
34 8429.6 0.4295 9.0395 0.1682 73 107304.3 0.9295 11.5834 2.6156
35 8438.5 0.4423 9.0406 0.2036 74 139999.5 0.9423 11.8494 2.8231
36 8542.7 0.4551 9.0528 0.2393 75 206228.7 0.9551 12.2367 3.0811
37 8549.2 0.4679 9.0536 0.2752 76 230886.5 0.9679 12.3497 3.4242
38 8892.2 0.4808 9.0929 0.3115 77 239409.7 0.9808 12.3859 3.9416
39 9005.0 0.4936 9.1055 0.3481 78 401206.1 0.9936 12.9022 5.0466
Table 6.7 Damage areas and transformed coordinates for time t = 24 hours
28
time t r 2 a = slope intercept fJ
6 0.961 1.623 -13.646 4477.811
9 0.972 1.469 -12.736 5840.268
12 0.974 1.431 -12.606 6699.699
15 0.982 1.258 -11.197 7350.845
18 0.977 1.211 -10.845 7727.174
21 0.971 1.178 -10.551 7762.009
24 0.969 1.172 -10.511 7845.533
Table 6.8 Correlation coefficients and Frechet cdfparameter values for each time t
(Best fit least squares regression line method)
;z..
29
i Xli] F(X[iJ, 6) FE (x [i J, 6) IF - FE I i Xli] F(x[iJ, 6) FE (x [i], 6) IF - FE I
1 826.9 0.0000 0.0169 0.0169 31 5664.7 0.5016 0.5254 0.0238
2 1237.1 0.0002 0.0339 0.0337 32 6081.4 0.5412 0.5424 0.0012
3 1855.7 0.0134 0.0508 0.0374 33 6446.1 0.5723 0.5593 0.0130
4 2272.4 0.0454 0.0678 0.0224 34 7038.6 0.6169 05763 0.0407
5 2467.7 0.0672 0.0847 0.0176 35 7149.3 0.6245 0.5932 0.0313
6 2552.4 0.0777 0.1017 0.0240 36 7149.3 0.6245 0.6102 0.0143
7 3095.5 0.1555 . 0.1186 0.0368 37 7715.8 0.6601 0.6271 0.0330
8 3253.7 0.1800 0.1356 0.0444 38 7753.0 0.6622 0.6441 0.0182
9 3457.4 0.2118 0.1525 0.0593 39 7787.4 0.6642 0.6610 0.0032
10 3570.3 0.2294 0.1695 0.0599 40 8067.4 0.6797 0.6780 0.0018
11 3672.3 0.2452 0.1864 0.0587 41 8171.5 0.6852 0.6949 0.0097
12 3704.9 0.2502 0.2034 0.0468 42 8542.7 0.7037 0.7119 0.0082
13 3828.6 0.2691 0.2203 0.0487 43 8549.2 0.7040 0.7288 0.0248
14 3978.3 0.2915 0.2373 0.0542 44 9252.4 0.7347 0.7458 0.0110
15 4038.7 0.3004 0.2542 0.0462 45 9434.7 0.7419 0.7627 0.0208
16 4323.4 0.3412 0.2712 I 0.0700 I 46 10131.4 0.7668 0.7797 0.0129
17 4323.4 0.3412 0.2881 0.0531 47 11056.0 0.7944 0.7966 0.0022
18 4388.5 0.3502 0.3051 . 0.0451 48 11277.4 0.8003 0.8136 0.0132
19 4466.7 0.3609 0.3220 0.0388 49 11381.5 0.8030 0.8305 0.0275
20 4701.1 0.3918 0.3390 0.0528 50 11980.6 0.8174 0.8475 0.0301
21 4701.1 0.3918 0.3559 0.0358 51 12735.9 0.8333 0.8644 0.0311
22 4876.9 0.4138 0.3729 0.0410 52 14116.2 0.8572 0.8814 0.0241
23 5065.7 0.4365 0.3898 0.0467 53 14298.6 0.8600 0.8983 0.0383
24 5228.5 0.4552 0.4068 0.0484 54 17769.0 0.8998 0.9153 0.0154
25 5228.5 0.4552 0.4237 0.0315 55 19247.1 0.9116 0.9322 0.0206
26 5287.1 0.4618 0.4407 0.0211 56 28675.2 0.9530 0.9492 0.0039
27 5378.2 0.4717 0.4576 0.0141 57 29650.7 0.9555 0.9661 0.0106
28 5378.2 0.4717 0.4746 0.0028 58 30264.0 0.9569 0.9831 0.0261
29 5510.9 0.4858 0.4915 0.0057 59 62236.7 0.9866 1.0000 0.0134
30 5664.7 0.5016 0.5085 0.0069
Table 7.1 Proposed model values (6.14), empirical model values (7.1), and deviations for time t = 6
(Maximum deviation K, Kolmogorov statistic, boxed)
30
time t Kolmogorov K 0.01 Critical Value
6 0.0700 0.2084
9 0.0719 0.1841
12 0.0615 0.1817
15 0.0670 0.1817
18 0.0797 0.1817
21 0.0990 0.1817
24 0.1130 0.1817
Table 7.2 Kolmogorov K values and 0.01 critical values for each time t
time t mle a mlep
6 1.322 4397.289
9 1.271 5731.588
12 1.310 6608.890
15 1.304 7438.685
18 1.331 7919.093
21 1.318 8003.765
24 1.313 8099.251
Table 8.1 Mle a and P for each time t
31
time t K values for (8.8) K values for (6.14)
6 0.1037 0.0700
9 0.0762 0.0719
12 0.0624 0.0615
15 0.0701 0.0670
18 0.0837 0.0797
21 0.1028 0.0990
24 0.1172 0.1130
Table 8.2 Kolmogorov K values for the revised failure model of(8.8) and
the initial failure model of (6.14) for each time t
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Figure 6.1 Transfonned coordinates plot of Table 6.1 for time t =6 hours
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Figure 6.2 Transfonned coordinates plot of Table 6.2 for time t =9 hours
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Figure 6.3 Transformed coordinates plot ofTable 6.3 for time t = 12 hours
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Figure 6.4 Transformed coordinates plot of Table 6.4 for time t =15 hours
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Figure 6.5 Transfonned coordinates plot of Table 6.5 for time t = 18 hours
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Figure 6.6 Transfonned coordinates plot of Table 6.6 for time t = 21 hours . _ .
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Figure 6.7 Transformed coordinates plot ofTable 6.7 for time t = 24 hours
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Figure 6.8 Linearized Arrhenius relationship (6.5) plot
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Figure 6.10 Linearized exponential relationship (6.11) plot
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Figure 6.13 Linearized exponential relationship (6.11) plot, with a (I) replacing P(t)
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I. Set the initial lower bound value ofthe solution interval = Y1
2. Set the initial upper bound value of the solution interval = Y2
3. Begin iteration:
3.1. Set the new bound value Y3 = (Y1 + Y2) / 2
3.2. Calculate the expression for a using Y3 for a in (8.4) with (8.5) substituted for f3
3.3. Calculate the expression for a using Y1 for a in (8.4) with (8.5) substituted for f3
3.4. Set Difference 3 = Y3 - the expression for a calculated in 3.2
3.5. Set Difference 1 = Y1 - the expression for a calculated in 3.3
3.6. If1Difference 31 < an error tolerance (here = 0.00005), end iteration and go to 4.,
else
3.6.1. IfDifference 3 X Difference 1 < 0, set the new upper bound Y2 = Y3,
else
3.6.2. Set the new lower bound Y1 = Y3
3.7. Repeat iteration 3. (up to a maximum of215 - I =32767 times, after which go to 4.)
4. Determine ifa valid value for a has been found:
4.1. If the condition in 3.6. was met, Y3 is the value of a,
else
4.2. The process did not converge to a solution for a, select a new initial interval and go to 1.
Figure 8.1 Algorithm for the Bolzano Process used to solve mle a
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Appendix A. Parameter Effects on the Weibull and Frechet Functions
Since all cdfs plot similarly, probability density functions (pdfs) are utilized to
demonstrate the effects of the Weibull and Frechet shape and scale parameters. The
Weibull pdf is the result of differentiating the Weibull cdf of (5.1), so that
The Frechet pdf is given by (8.2). Figures Al and A,2 show how different values for the
shape parameter a, with the scale parameter fJ held constant, affect the appearance of the
)
Weibull and Frechet pdfs. Similarly, Figures A3 and A4 show how different values for
the scale parameter fJ, with the shape parameter a held constant, affect the appearance of
the w~i1 and Frechet pdfs.
Appendix B. An Attempt to Fit Each Set of Damage Areas to a Weibull CDF
Following A, of VI., for a fixed time t the Weibull cdf of (5.1) is linearized by
negating both sides, adding 1 to both sides, and taking the In of both sides twice to
produce
In[-ln{l- Fw(x))] =alnx - a InfJ. (B.l)
The total number n ofx values for a fixed time t are again ordered from smallest to largest,
with Xli] indicating the ith ordered value. The probability Fw{x[/]) is estimated with a
plotting point Pi as before, with
() i - 0.5Fw Xli] = Pi =--.
n
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The transformed coordinates of (B. 1) are then given by (In Xli], In[-In (1 -p;)]) for i = l ..n,
and the plots of these for each time t are given in Figures B.I through B.7. T~ble B.l lists
the correlation coefficients ? for the transformed coordinates of (B.l), calculated as in
(6.3) but with In[-In (1 - Pi)] replacing -In[-In Pi]. Also listed are the correlation
coefficients? for the transformed coordinates of the Frechet cdf of (6.1), reproduced
from Table 6.8 for comparison.
Since the plots related to the Weibull cdf in Figures B.l through B.7 are less linear
than their counterpart Frechet cdf plots in Figures 6.1 through 6.7, the sets of damage
areas for each time t follow a Frechet cdfmore closely than a Weibull cdf Moreover, the
"---.J
correlation coefficients r for the transformed coordinates of (B. 1) in Table B.l indicate
that the sets of damage areas do not even adequately fit a Weibull cdf; only for time t = 6
is r;::: 0.9, and in the case of t > 12, r ::;; 0.778.
time t r 2 for (B.l) coord's r 2 for (6.1) coord's
6 0.903 0.961
9 0.897 0.972
12 0.873 0.974
15 0.778 0.982
18 0.742 0.977
21 0.729 0.971
24 0.727 0.969
Table B.l Correlation coefficients r 2,S for the transformed coordinates of
the Weibull cdf (B.l) and the Frechet cdf (6.1) for each time t
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Figure B.t Transfonned coordinates plot for Weibull cdf (B. 1) for time t = 6 hours
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Figure B.2 TranSfonned coordinates plot for Weibull cdf (B.l) for time t = 9 hours
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Figure B.3 Transformed coordinates plot for Weibull cdf (B. 1) for time t = 12 hours
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Figure B.4 Transformed coordinates plot for Weibull cdf (B. 1) for time t = 15 hours
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Figure B.5 Transformed coordinates plot for Weibull cdf (B. 1) for time t = 18 hours
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Figure B.6 Transformed coordinates plot for Weibull edf (B.l) fortime t = 21 hours
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Figure B.7 Transfonned coordinates plot for Weibull cdf (B.!) for time t = 24 hours
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